Special subjects of art — Continued

Literary subjects. Scenes from the works of great authors
Illustrations by several artists, accompanying the text, are to be classed preferably in Subclasses PA-PT; when text is secondary in importance, illustrations are to be classed in Subclasses NK.

Illustrations after the drawings or paintings of special artists are to be classed under the artist in Subclasses NC, ND, or Subclass NE, as the case may be, or in Subclasses PA-PT under the author illustrated. In the case of authors such as Shakespeare, Dante, and Goethe classification in literature is to be preferred.

Other special subjects (alphabetically)
Class here general works on the topics as well as works on the topics in a particular region, country, etc.

A - Industry
Acrobats and acrobatics
Advertising
Aeronautics
Afro-Americans, see N8232
Age groups
Agriculture
AIDS (Disease)
Anarchists
Androgyny
Apartheid
Apocalyptic art
Architecture, see N8217.B85
Artists and models
Astrology, see N7745.A85
Athletics, see N8250
Automobiles
Ballet
Barbie dolls
Baseball
Battles, see N8260
Beard
Beds and bedsteads
Beer
Beggars
Bicycles
Blacks, see N8232
Bookkeeping
Books
Boxes
Bread
Breast
Bridges
Buildings, Architecture
Bullfights
Butchers
Buttocks
Carnival
Carriages, carts, coaches, etc. Coaching
Castles
   Including individually named castles
Chairs
Chess
Church buildings
   Including individual buildings
Cigars, see N8253.T6
Circus
Cities and towns
Special subjects of art
Other special subjects (alphabetically)

A - Industry — Continued
Classical antiquities
Clothing and dress, see N8217.C63
Coaches and coaching, see N8217.C24
Coca Cola (Registered trademark)
Coffeehouses
Comets
Comic books, strips, etc.
Commedia dell’arte
Commercial products
Commercial travelers
Concentration camps
Confectionery
Cookery
Cosmology
Costume, Clothing and dress
Country life
Courage
Cowboys
Cows, see N7668.C68
Cricket
Crowds
Cubism
Dance (General)

Cf. N8239.S37, Sardana
Deadly sins
Death
Demonic possession
Dentistry
Deserts
Dinners and dining
Donald Duck (Cartoon character)
Drapery
Dreams
Dress, see N8217.C63
Dualism
Dwarfs
Dwellings
Eagles, see N7666.E33
Earthquakes
Ecology
Education. Schools

Cf. N8231.S4, Students
Eggs
Electronic surveillance
Emotions
Entertainers
Erotic. Sex in art
Eskimos
Exoticism. Orientalism
Eye
Eyeglasses, see N8248.S7
Fabrics, see N8251.T4
Factories
Family
Fantasy
Special subjects of art
Other special subjects (alphabetically)

A - Industry — Continued

Farm life
Fashion
Fencing
Fetishism
Fire
Firearms
Fishing, see N8250
Flags
Flight
Folk dancing
Folly
Food
Fools and jesters
Foot
Forge shops
Four elements (Philosophy)
Fur garments
Future
Gambling
Games
Gardens

Including individual gardens

Gauchos
Generosity
Genetic engineering, Genetics
Geography
Geometry
Gladiators
Glass blowing
Gold
Grotesque
Gypsies
Hair
Hand
Hats
Head
Heart
Holidays
Home
Homosexuality
Horror
Human reproduction
Humanism
Hunger
Hunting, see N8250
Iconoclasm
Indians

Industry

Industry - Love

Inspiration (as a theme)
Interiors
Jeans (Clothing)
Joy and sorrow
Kalmuks
Kings and rulers, Queens, Royal couples
Kissing
Korean Demilitarized Zone (Korea)
Special subjects of art
Other special subjects (alphabetically)

8219 Industry - Love — Continued
8219.L2 Labor, Laboring classes, Working class
8219.L22 Labyrinths
8219.L26 Laughter
8219.L27 Laundresses
8219.L3 Law
Letter writing, see N8219.L43
8219.L4 Lettering in art
Cf. N6494.L4, Lettrism
Cf. ND1454+, Calligraphy as painting
Cf. NK3600+, Alphabets, calligraphy, initials, etc.
Cf. PN6110.C77, Concrete poetry
8219.L43 Letters. Letter writing
8219.L47 Liberty
8219.L5 Light
Lines (Drawing), see NC754
Lines (Decorative element), see NK1570
8219.L55 Lips
8220 Love
8222 M - Med
8222.M27 Machinery
8222.M3 Magic
8222.M35 Man, Prehistoric
8222.M37 Maoris
8222.M375 Maps
8222.M38 Masculinity
8222.M39 Masks
8222.M4 Mate (Tea)
8222.M44 Meat
8223 Medicine
8224 Med - Mi
8224.M44 Melancholy
8224.M46 Metamorphosis
8224.M47 Mickey Mouse (Cartoon character)
8224.M5 Mines and mineral resources
8224.M54 Minorities
8224.M6 Mirrors
8225 Mo - Mur
Models and artists, see N8217.A67
8225.M56 Money
8225.M58 Monsters
8225.M6 Mountains, see N8213-8214.5
8225.M65 Mourning customs
8225 Music and musical instruments, see ML85
8230 Naval and marine. Ships in art
Cf. VM307, Ship illustrations
8232 Negroes. Afro-Americans. Blacks
8233 Neh - Nz
8233.N45 Neon lighting
8233.N48 Newspapers
8233.N53 Night
8233.N57 Noise
8233.N59 Nose
8233.N6 Notaries
8233.N87 Nursing
8234 O - Pear
8234.O18 Obesity
Special subjects of art
Other special subjects (alphabetically)

O - Pear — Continued

**8234**
- Occupations
- Old age
- Olympic games, see N8250
- Orientalism, see N8217.E88

**8234.O75**
- Orthopedics

**8234.O8**
- Outer space
- Owls, see N7666.O94

**8234.P24**
- Pain
- Parasols, see N8256
- Parks
- Peafowl, see N7666.P43

**8235**
- Peasants

**8236**
- Peat - Pray

**8236.P34**
- Pedestal washbowls

**8236.P37**
- Philosophers

**8236.P4**
- Physically handicapped
  - Including congenital abnormalities, etc.

**8236.P42**
- Pierrot (Fictitious character)

**8236.P45**
- Pinocchio (Fictitious character)

**8236.P46**
- Place (Philosophy)

**8236.P47**
- Play

**8236.P5**
- Politics

**8236.P6**
- Potatoes

**8236.P67**
- Pottery

**8236.P69**
- Poverty

**8237**
- Prayer

**8237.3**
- Prostitution. Prostitutes

**8237.5**
- Psychiatry

**8237.53**
- Punchinello (Fictitious character)

**8237.8**
- Queens, see N8219.K5

**8237.8.R3**
- Railroads

**8237.8.R34**
- Rape

**8237.8.R44**
- Refuse. Refuse collection

**8237.8.R48**
- Revolutions

**8237.8.R6**
- Rocks
- Royal couples, see N8219.K5

**8237.8.R8**
- Ruins

**8239**
- S - Sc

**8239.S23**
- Sadism

**8239.S37**
- Sardana

**8239.S6**
- Scales (Weighing instruments)

**8239.S63**
- Scandals
- Schools, see N8217.E3

**8240**
- Sea and seaside

**8241**
- Seasons

**8241.3**
- Senses and sensation
- Sex in art, see N8217.E6

**8241.5**
- Sex role

**8243**
- Sh - So

**8243.S36**
- Shades and shadows

**8243.S4**
- Shells
- Ships, see N8230

**8243.S5**
- Sick

**8243.S53**
- Skating

**8243.S55**
- Skies

**8243.S57**
- Skull
Special subjects of art
Other special subjects (alphabetically)

8243
8243.S576
8243.S58
8243.S6
8243.S64
8243.S647
8243.S65
8246
8246.S63
8248
8248.S7
8248.S74
8248.S75
8248.S76
8248.S77
8250
8250.4
8251
8251.S25
8251.S27
8251.S3
8251.S37
8251.S4
8251.S55
8251.S57
8251.S6
8251.S63
8251.S66
8251.T3
8251.T37
8251.T4
8252
8253
8253.T3
8253.T5
8253.T6
8253.T65
8253.T66
8253.T67
8253.T675
8253.T677
8253.T68
8253.T7
8254
8256
8256.5
8256.6
8256.7
8257
8257.5
8258
8259
8260

Sh - So — Continued
Slavery
Sleep
Smile
Smoking, see N8253.T6
Soap bubbles
Soccer
Social problems
Soldiers, see N8260
Sp - Spa
Space flight
Spectacles, Eyeglasses
Sphinxes
Spine
Spirals
Spirituality
Sports. Hunting, fishing, etc.
Including Olympic Games
Cf. NE950+, Sporting prints
Spring
St - Te
Statue of Liberty
Stereotype (Psychology)
Still life
Streets
Students
Subjectivity
Sugar
Sun
Surfing
Swimming
Tanning
Terezín (Czech Republic: Concentration camp)
Textile fabrics, Textile industry
Theater
Th - Tr
The Thinker
Time
Tobacco, Smoking, Cigars
Tools
Torture
Tourist trade
Trance
Transparency
Transportation
Tree of life
Triumphs
Umbrellas and parasols
Underground movements
Union Square (New York, N.Y.)
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)
Violence
Voice
Voyages and travels
Walking
War, Battles
Including art about specific wars or battles
Special subjects of art

Other special subjects (alphabetically)

War. Battles — Continued

*Cf. N9100+, Art and war

Wara - Wind

Washington Square (New York, N.Y.)

Water

Waterfronts

Wayang

Weather

Windmills

Windows

Wire

Winter

Witchcraft

Women priests

Work, working class, workers, see N8219.12

World

Writing

Youth

Art as a profession. Artists

For special countries, including special races and ethnic groups of special countries, see N6501+

General works

General special

Economic aspects of the artist’s profession

*Cf. N8600, Economics of art

Psychology of the artists (General), see N71

Special classes of persons as artists

Women

For women belonging to special ethnic groups, occupational groups, or other special class of persons, see N8355+

Children, see N351

Soldiers, see N8260

Physically handicapped

Other classes, A-Z

Aged

Authors

Blacks

Deaf

Geologists

Jewish women

Mentally handicapped

Negroes, see N8356.B55

Art critics and historians; historiography, see N7480-7483

Art collectors, patrons, etc., see N5200-5299

Art and the state, see N8700+

Art studios, materials, etc.

*Cf. N81202, Sculpture materials

*Cf. N845+, Graphic art materials

*Cf. N81500+, Painting materials

General works

Studios

Materials

General works

Catalogs

Recycling of materials

Tools

Framing of pictures

Including history of picture frames

*Cf. TT380, Gilding